Mr. Sandeep K. Maurya won Gold Medal in Horizontal bar event in Chandigarh State Gymnastics Championship held at Gymnastic Hall, Sports Complex, Sec-7, Chandigarh on 28.02.2021.

**Judo (Women)**

- Our college judoka, Miss Dimple Saini brought laurels to the college by winning Gold Medal in 70 kg weight category in Haryana Senior State Judo Championship held at Ockwood School, Bhiwani from 6.3.2021 to 7.3.2021.

**Fencing**

- Our college fencer, Miss Komal participated in foil individual event of 28th Junior National Fencing Championship held at Rudrapura (Uttarakhand) from 19.3.21 to 21.3.21. She also won gold medal in North Delhi District Fencing Championship.

**Football (Women)**

- Our college women team football Played two matches of 3rd JCT Punjab State Women’s League 2020-2021 which were organized by the P.G. Department of Physical Education. G.H.G Khalsa College, Gurusar Sadhar (Ludhiana) dated on 10.3.2021 and 18.03.2021. In the first match, our team played against CRPFFC team and the second match was against Thekedar ASMFC team, and lost both the matches. Rest of the matches were not played due to Covid-19 pandemic.

---

**FACULTY ACHIEVEMENTS**

**DR. RAJINDER SINGH, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF HINDI (2020-21)**

- Published a research paper ‘Vibhajan Ke Dansh Se Vilag Huye Nagron Ke Krishan Bhakt Kavi’ in Kashf, December 2020, ISSN: 2231-3869.
- Published a research paper ‘Aarambhik Daur Ki Bhartiya Filmon Mein Shri Krishan’ in Kashf, December 2020, ISSN: 2231-3869.
- Published a research paper ‘Shri Guru Granth Sahib Mein Var nit Gri hasth Jiwan’ in Gurmat Gian August 2020, ISSN: 2394-8485.
- Published a research paper ‘Mahan Aadhya tmik Chintak : Shri Guru Ram Das ji’ in Gurmat Gian November 2020, ISSN 2394-8485.
- Published a research paper ‘Sadho Kaun Jugat Ab Kije’ in Gurmat Gian December 2020, ISSN: 2394-8485.
- Published a research paper ‘Shri Guru Teg Bahader Sahib : Jiwan Aur Darshan’ in Gurmat Gian May 2021, ISSN 2394-8485.
- Participated in Workshop 'Integrating Technology in Class Room : Teaching and Learning organised by GHG Khalsa Colleges, Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

Participated as Poet in ‘Kavya Ras Tarang : Online Kavi Sammelan’ organised by North Zone Cultural Center, Patiala on 004.10.2020.

Participated as key note speaker in Workshops ‘Hindi Ka Vaishvik Roop’ at NRAKAS Ludhiana on 18.10.2020.


Written the preface of the book entitled ‘Sachcho Sachch’ authored by Kuldeep Singh Halwarvi.

Written the preface of the book entitled ‘Apne Taranhaar Swayam Baniye’ authored by Anuj Kumar Sharma.

Edited the research journal ‘Aagmit’ - 2020. ISSN: 2277-520x.

Edited the creative literary journal ‘Sarijyaman’ – 2020. ISSN: 2319-7919.

Published four Poems in BAROH, july-september 2020, Amritsar.

Published a Satire ‘Jhoot Bole Kaua Choome’ in JagranSakhi, January 2021, Noida.

Writes a popular daily column ‘Khabron Ka Postmortem’ in Dainik Jagran since September 25, 2005.


DR. GURMEET SINGH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF PUNJABI

Published a chapter entitled Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur : Sees Diya Par Sirar Na Diya in Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur : Jivan, Phalsapha Te Shahadat published by Ravi Sahit Parkashan, Amritsar ISB: 978-81-948024-4-0.

Attended Online Webinar on MANKIND IN CONFINEMENT organised by KCW, Sidhwan Khurd on 31.07.2020.

Attended Online Webinar on GURU TEG BAHADUR JI DI BHARTI BHU-KHAND NU DEN organised by KCW, Sidhwan Khurd on 29.07.2020.


Attended Online Webinar on SECRETS OF SUCCESS at KCW, Sidhwan Khurd on 11.06.2020.

Attended Online Webinar on NDLI USER AWARENESS SESSION organised by KCW, Sidhwan Khurd on 11.06.2020.
MS. GURPREET KAUR, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY


MS. SHIKHA JAIN, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF BIOTECHNOLOGY

- Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” organised by GHG Khalsa College Gursar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

MS. PARVEEN ANSARI, HEAD, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

- Attend 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” organized by G.H.G Khalsa Colleges, Gursar Sadhar from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.
- Attended two weeks Refresher Course in “Mathematics” organized by Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College, University of Delhi from 16.03.2021 to 30.03.2021.

DR. PARAMJEET KAUR, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

- Published a research paper entitled “A Co-Relational Study of Self Concept and Achievement Inspiration Among Teenage Sports Persons” in Utkal Historical Research Journals ISSN: 0976-2132.
- Published a research paper entitled “Self Perceptions of Body Image Among Female, Athletes Influenced by the Nature of Sport” in Jijnasa A Journal of the Hisotry of Ideas & Culture ISSN: 0377-743-X.

DR. BALJIT SINGH VIRK, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

- Published a research paper entitled “Punjabi Khaslat : Bastivad ton Vartman Sandarbh Vich” in Sanvad ISSN: 2395-1273.
- Published a research paper entitled “British Punjab Di Kisani: Gadhar Kavita De Sandarbh Vich” in Parkh ISSN: 2320-9690.
- Attended One week Interdisciplinary National Workshop on “Ebb and Flow: Surveying the Emerging and Declining Trends in History and Allied Disciplines” organized by Central university of Punjab, Bathinda from 15.03.2021 to 19.03.2021.

MS. ANJANA KUMARI, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS
- Participated in the 6 Days FDP on “Mathematics & Statistics in Emerging Field” organized by KPR Institute of Engineering & Technology from 05.07.2021 to 10.07.2021.
- Attended Two weeks FDP on “Advanced Concept for Developing MOCCS” organized by at Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College University of Delhi from 02.07.2020 to 17.07.2020.
- Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” organized by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

DR. VANEET DHIR, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
- Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” organised by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

MR. TARSEM SINGH, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS
- Completed one Week FDP on “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning-Basics and Application” organized by centre for Academic Leadership and Education Management (CALEM), Punjab University, Chandigarh under the Aegis of PMMMNMTT, Ministry of Education, Govt. of India in collaboration with Department of Computer Science and Application (DCSA) Punjab University, Chandigarh on 28.12.2020.

DR. NITISH DHINGRA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
- Published a research paper entitled “Search for supersymmetry in proton-proton collisions at s_\sqrt{ }= 13 \text{ TeV} in events with high-momentum Z bosons and missing transverse momentum” in Journal of High Energy Physics ISSN: 1029-8479.
- Published a research paper entitled “Measurement of the Higgs boson production rate in association with top quarks in final states with electrons, muons, and hadronically decaying tau leptons at s_\sqrt{ }=13\text{TeV}” in The European Physical Journal ISSN: 1434-6052.
- Published a research paper entitled “Evidence for Higgs boson decay to a pair of muons” in Journal of High Energy Physics ISSN: 1029-8479.
DR. ANUBHIUTI MODGILL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT


MS. AARTI SHARMA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT


MS. PREETY SAINI, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT

- Attended Seven Days faculty Development Programme on “The Role of a Teacher in Nation Building” organized by Keshav Memorial Institute of Commerce and Sciences from 03.08.2020 to 09.08.2020.
- Attended Webinar on “Covid-19 Pandemic: Its Impact on Sustainable Rural Development in India” organized by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar University, Srikakulam from 05.08.2020 to 06.08.2020.
- Attended National Webinar on “Challenges from According Educaiton in virtual Environment” organized by at Janardan Rai Nagar Rajasthan Vidyapeeth, Udaipur on 08.08.2020.
- Attended One Week Pedagogical Training from Teachers on “Tools Online Teaching, Learning and Evaluation” organized by Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University, Nanded from 01.07.2020 to 06.07.2020.
- Attended Webinar on “Impact of New Education Policy 2020 on Undergraduate / Postgraduate colleges” organized by S.D. College, Chandigarh on 08.08.2020.
- Attended Refresher Course in “Management Studies (Commerce & Management-Specific” organized by P.U. Chandigarh from 24.02.2020 to 09.03.2021.
- Attended 7 days workshop on topic “Psychological Counselling Training workshop for teacher” from 01.08.2021 to 07.08.2021 at Rashtrasant Tukadoji Maharaj Nagpur University, Nagpur.
- Attended Webinar on “Good Publication Practices: What & Where to publish” on 04.08.2020 at Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwada University, Nanded.

DR. SONIA AHUJA, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC

- Participated in Seven Days FDP on “Quality Assessment and Enhancement in Higher Education in the light of New Framework of NAAC” by GHG Khalsa College of
Participated in seven days FDP on “Resource Mobilization local to Global” by GHG Khalsa College of Education Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana in collaboration with Council For, Teacher Education Foundation (Punjab and Chandigarh Chapter), Bombay Teacher Training College, A Constituent College of HSNC University; Mumbai. The best health solution; Johannesburg, South Africa from 08.02.2021 to 14.02.2021.

Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

DR. MANOHAR LAL, PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

- Published a research paper entitled “Association of Body Dimensions With Performance of Elite Weightlifters” in Shodh Sarita ISSN: 2348-2397.
- Published a research paper entitled “Relationship of Body Composition and Emotional Intelligence With Competition Performance of All India Inter - University Sprinters” in Shodh Sarita ISSN: 2348-2397.
- Published a research paper entitled “Association of Body Dimensions With Linear Kinematics of Elite Weight Lifters” in Shodh Sarita ISSN: 2348-2397.

MS. SHUBRA GUPTA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT

- Attended and participated in 7 days International Faculty Development Programme on “Innovation Methods for Virtual Classroom Teaching: A Road to Moocs” by Punjab Commerce and Management Association from 10.07.2020 to 16.07.2020.
- Successfully completed one week pedagogical training for teachers on “Tools for Online Teaching Learning and Evaluation” by Swami Ramanand Teerth Marathwala University, Nanded “Dnyanteerth” Vishnupuri Nanded – 431606, Maharasatra from 01.07.2020 to 06.07.2020.
- Completed one week e-FDP on “Academic Research Social Media Websites” organized by Department of Commerce and Economics, MAIMS, Delhi in association with MOAU, Baddi, HP from 02.06.2020 to 08.06.2020.
- Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Class Room Teaching and Learning” by GHG Khalsa College, Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.
- Completed a “4 week Induction / Orientation Programme for faculty in University / Colleges / Institutes of Higher Education” by Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College University of Delhi, under ageis of ministry of Human Resource Development Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya National Mission on Teachers and Teaching from 04.06.2020 to 01.07.2020.
Participated in the Online Refresher Course in “Management Studies (Commerce and Management Specific)” by UGC Human Resource Development Centre, Punjab University Chandigarh (UGC Sponsored Refresher Course) from 24.02.2021 to 09.03.2021.

Participated in one day motivational webinar on “Life Transformation Skills – How to live Meaningful Life” by Haryana Commerce and Management Association HCMA on 27.06.2021.

Attended one week National workshop on “Research Methodology” by Research and IPR Cell, GSSDGS Khalsa College Patiala from 22.02.2021 to 27.02.2021.

Participated in one day National Level Workshop “AN IBMS SPSS PACKAGE” by Department of Mathematics in Collaboration with IQAC on 16.01.2021.


Attend 7 days National workshop on “Effective online Teaching and Blended Learning in Emerging Scenario” by School of Management studies, Punjabi University Patiala from 05.09.2020 to 11.09.2020.

MS. NAMRITA SINGH AHLUWALIA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT

- Participated in National Webinar on “Strategy of Managing Personal Finance Including Mutual Funds During and After COVID-19” on 03.10.2020 at Central University of Rajasthan.

- Participated in the Two Days National Symposium on “Shifting Paradigms in Indian Banking Sector” from 29.07.2020 to 30.07.2020 at Gujranwala Guru Nanak Khalsa College.

- Attended FDP on the topic “Risk Management using Derivatives” from May 26 and June 02, 2020 at Kristu Jayanti College, Bengaluru.

- Attended Online Short Term Training Programme on the topic “Changing Paradigms in Management Education” from 24.08.2020 to 29.08.2020 at All India Council for Technical Education.


- Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020 by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana.

- Completed “4-weeks induction / orientation programme for faculty in Universities / college / institutes of Higher Education” from 26.06.2020 to 24.07.2020 at Teaching Learning Centre, Reamaunjan College, University of Delhi.

MS. SHELKA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE & MANAGEMENT

- Completed “4-weeks induction / orientation programme for faculty in Universities / college / institutes of Higher Education” from 26.06.2020 to 24.07.2020 at Teaching Learning Centre, Ramanujan College, University of Delhi.
- Attended 8 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020 by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana.
- Attended 6 days FDP on “Technology and Instructional Reforms with reference to online teaching, learning & evaluation” from 15.07.2020 to 20.07.2020 by Punjab University, Chandigarh.
- Attended 7 days FDP on “National level training program” from 22.06.2020 to 28.07.2020 by Ganga nature landscaping sanstha Gargoti, Maharashtra.
- Attended 5 days FDP on “Emerging dimensions in finance & accounting” from 22.06.2020 to 26.06.2020 by Sharda University.
- Participated Refresher Course at MHRD, Panjab University, Chandigarh on 24.12.2020 To 06.01.2021.

**MR. Pawanveer Singh, Assistant Professor, P.G. Department of Mathematics**

- Attended webinar on “Applications of Mathematics in Day to Day Life” on 22.07.2020 at DAV College for women, Ferozepur Cantt.
- Attended one week workshop on “NAAC Revised Accreditation Framework – Resolving the Practical Snags” from 17-08-2020 to 24.08.2020 at by GHG Khalsa College of Education Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana.

**DR. Baljinder Singh, Assistant Professor - P.G. Department of Physical Education**

- Covered TOKYO OLYMPICS for both Electronic & Print media.
- Interviewed Padam Shree Kartar Singh, Olympian Boxer Akhil kumar, Prof. Ravinder Chaudhary, Secretary A.F.I, & long jumper Amritpal Singh in programme Olympics Update, 5aab TV during Tokyo Olympics.
- Published Olympics Update on daily basis from 23.07.2021 To 08.08. 2021 in Indotimess Australia, Melbourne, Australia.
- Published 51 Article related to Sports Activities in various National & International News Papers & Sports Magazine on different dates.
Won Silver medal in 100m Race & Hammer throw Punjab Masters Athletics meet which was held at Mastuana Punjab on 20.02.2021

Won Silver medal in 100m Race, Hammer throw & Bronze Medal in Javelin throw at Punjab Masters games which was held at Lovely Professional University Jalandhar on 28.02.2021

Delivered online lecture on 'Benefit of Yoga' at Vocational training institute, Hobart Australia on 21.06.2021

Delivered online talk on 'Olympics Day ' at Jarkhar Hockey Academy on 23.06.2021

Received honor of Promising Sports Journalist at Sports Journalism Day celebrated at Guru Nanak stadium Ludhiana on 02.07.2021

Delivered a talk on Importance of exercise for teenagers at CFC School Ludhiana on 24.07.2021

DR. UMRINDER PAL SINGH, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS

Published a research paper entitled “Urdu to Punjabi Machine Translation System” in conference proceedings System Demonstrations published by Indian Institute of Technology Patna, India.

Participated two days webinar on “National Education Policy 2020” by centre of Professional Development of Urdu Medium Teachers (CPDUMT), Maulana Azad National Urdu University Hydrabad from 16.09.2020 to 17.09.2020.

Participated in International Safe Talk on “Role of Data Architecture in Cloud Computing” by Sunil Varlani Technology Consultant ACCENTURE Australia Pty Ltd. Melbourne Australi Organized by Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Sagar Institute of Research and Technology Bhopal on 30.07.2020.


Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.


Attended one day webinar on “Understanding the Covid-19 Pandemic” by Post-Graduate Department of History and Punjabi GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana held on 20.07.2020.

Attended E-Short Term Course on “Machine Learning for natural Language Processing (MNLP-2020)” by Department of Computer Science and Engineering, NIT Hamirpur from 12.11.2020 to 17.11.2020.


Participated in International SAGE TALK on “Advanced Deep Learning Approach for natural Language Processing” by BUI Thanh Hung, Engineering Technology Faculty TDMU, Vietnam, organized by Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Sagar Institute of Research and Technology Bhopal on 18.07.2020.


Participated in the online webinar on “Coping with Covid: Youth and Mental Health” by Baba Banda Singh Bahadur Engineering College Fatehgarh Sahib (Pb.) Department of Computer Science and Engineering IEE Student Chapter on 29.07.2020.

DR. RAJESH KUMAR, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS

Attended Seven Days faculty development course on “Artificial Intelligence in Human Life” conducted by Department of Computer Science and Application, Punjab University, Chandigarh in collaboration with UGC Human Resource Development Centre from 06.10.2020 to 12.10.2020.


Participated in “One week workshop on NAAC Revised Accreditation Framework – Resolving the Practical Snags” (Under UGC) PARMARSH SCHEME by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana on 17-08-2020 to 24.08.2020.

Attended one day webinar on “Understanding the Covid-19 Pandemic” by Post-Graduate Department of History and Punjabi, GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana held on 20.08.2020.


Participated AICTE Training and Learning (ATAL) academy online FDP on “Leadership and Excellence by Faculty of Engineering and Technology” from 14.09.2020 to 18.09.2020.

Participated in online FDP on “Revised NAAC Accreditation Guidelines 2020” organized by Institute Innovation Cell’ Technia Institute of Advanced Studies Reehini, Delhi from 04.08.2020 to 10.08.2020.

Participated FDP on “Technology and Instructional Reforms with Reference to Online Teaching, Learning and Evaluation” by Centre for academic Leadership and Education Management (CALEM), Punjab University, Chandigarh from 15.08.2020 to 20.08.2020.

MR. BOHAR SINGH, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - P.G. DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS

Participated in Seven Day Workshop “NAAC Revised Accreditation Framework-Resolving the Practical Snags” at GHG Khalsa College of Education, Gurusar Sadhar on 17. 08. 2020 to 24. 08. 2020.


Participated in one day Webinar of “Understanding The COVID-19 Pandemic” at GHG Khalsa College, Gurusar Sadhar, on 20.07.2020.

Participated in One day Webinar on “Cyber Attacks: A Severe Threat to Humanity” at D.M College, Moga on 24.08.2020.

Participated in seven days faculty development programme on “AUGMENTED REALITY (AR)/ VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)” at Guru Nanak Dev Engineering College, Ludhiana on 23.11.2020 to 27.11. 2020.

MS. VISHAVPREET KAUR, HEAD, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE

Participated in Seven Days Online Faculty Development Programme on “Research Methodology for Social Science” by Council for Teacher Education foundation Punjab and Chandigarh on 20.06.2020 to 26.06.2020.
Attended 7 days FDP on “Integrating Technology in Classroom Teaching and Learning” by GHG Khalsa College Gurusar Sadhar, Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.

MR. AMRITPAL SINGH, HEAD, P.G. DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

- Attended 7 days FDP on the topic “Integrating Technology in classroom Teaching and Learning” held at G.H.G Khalsa Colleges, Gurusar Sadhar, Dist. Ludhiana from 26.06.2020 to 03.07.2020.
- Participated in 7 Days FDP on the topic “Quality Assessment &Enhancement in Higher Education in the Light of New Framework of NAAC” from 22.06.2021 to 29.06.2021 at G.H.G Khalsa Colleges, Gurusar Sadhar, Dist. Ludhiana.

MRS. SURISHTHA DEVI, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

- Published a research paper entitled “Relationship of Body Composition and Emotional Intelligence With Competition Performance of All India Inter - University Sprinters” in Shodh Sarita ISSN: 2348-2397.

DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY

P.G. DEPARTMENT OF PUNJABI

- P.G. Department of Punjabi (with the Collaboration P.G. Department of History) organized one day national webinar on the topic Understanding the Covid-19 Pandemic on 20.07.2020.
- P.G. Department of Punjabi (with the Collaboration P.G. Department of History) organized one day national webinar on the topic Guru Teg Bahadur: Tegh Ate Tez da Vismadi Sumel on 12.02.2021.

P.G. DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS

- Organized Online Extension Lecture to celebrate the National Day of the Mathematics on the topic Fundamental of Optimization on 22.12.2020. Dr. Harish Garg of Thapar University, Patiala was the resource person.
- Organized Online Extension Lecture on the topic Higher Perspective’s in Mathematics on 01.01.2021. Dr. Harsha Arora, Govt. College, Ranchi was the resource person.

P.G. DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY

- P.G. Department of History (with the Collaboration P.G. Department of Punjabi) organized one day national webinar on the topic Understanding the Covid-19 Pandemic on 20.07.2020.